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FOREWORD 

Among the many concepts of derivatives of set-valued maps introduced so far, we can distinguish 
(at least) two classes: "graphical derivative" and "mutations". "Graphical derivativesn are local: 
they are defined at every point (z, y) of the graph of a map F : X - Y. 
"Mutations" are global, in the sense that they are defined at every point z of the domain F. 
The problem arose whether there were some connections between those radically different types 
of derivatives. The purpose of this paper is to provide one formula linking them. Not only 
does this formula relate the two concepts of derivatives of set-valued maps, but it enjoys many 
applications, some of them being mentioned in this paper. 



MUTATIONS AND CONTINGENT DERIVATIVES OF 
SET-VALUED MAPS: HOW THEY ARE RELATED 

Jean-Pierre Aubin, Luc Doyen & Juliette Mattioli 

1 Introduction 

Among the many concepts of derivatives of set-valued maps introduced so far, we can 
distinguish (at least) two classes: "graphical derivative" and "mutations". "Graphical 
derivatives" introduced in [1,2,3] are local: they are defined at every point (x, y) of the 
graph of a map F : X -.., Y. Their graphs are "tangent cones" to the graph of F. We 
can take for instance the "contingent cone" TK(x) to K at x introduced by Bouligand 
in 1931 and defined by: 

TK(x) = v ( liminf 
d(x + hv, K )  { h+0+ h 

= 0) 

where d(x, K )  = infVEK d(x, y) and d is a distance of X. 
In this case, we obtain the "contingent derivative" DF(x, y) : X -.., Y of F at (x, y) E 
Graph(F) defined by 

Graph(DF(x, Y )) = T~reph(~)(x,  Y) 

If u E X is a given direction, then v E DF(x, y)(u) if and only if 

Another equivalent formulation states the DF(x, y ) is the "graphical upper limit" of the 

difference quotients u -.., F(x h") - '. (See [8] for more details and a bibliography). 
h 

"Mutations" introduced in [5,6] are global, in the sense that they are defined at every 
0 

point x of the domain F .  The mutation F (x)(u) at x in the direction u is a Lipschitz 
set-valued maps : X -.., X with compact convex values such that 

lim d(da(h, F(x)), F(x + hull 
h 

= 0 
h-+O+ 

where d denotes the Hausdorff distance between compact sets, 1 9 ~  (h, K)  the reachable 
map from K at time h associated with a. This concept of mutation has been motivated 
by shape optimization [10,11,31], visual robotics [12] and mathematical morphology [30, 
27,24,15]. 
The problem arose whether there were some connections between those radically dif- 
ferent types of derivatives. The purpose of this paper is to provide one formula linking 



them: if F is Lipschitz with compact convex values, then for any mutation Q E; (x)(u), 

VY E F(x), 
DF(x, Y)(u) = @(Y) + TF(x)(Y) 

where TK(y) denotes the contingent cone to K at y. 
Not only does this formula relate the two concepts of derivatives of set-valued maps, 
but it enjoys many applications, some of them being mentioned in this paper. 
Before going further, we have to mention that this formula was already proved in [26,28] 
for special set-valued maps arising in mat hematical morphology, whose mutations are 
constant compact convex subsets B, called "structuring elements". In this case, the 

0 

solution to the mutational equation F3 B starting at K is the "dilation tube" F(t)  := 

K + tB. Indeed, it was shown that: 

When Q is Lipschitz with convex compact values, the solution to the mutational equation 
k3 Q starting at K is the reachable map 79@(t, K )  from K. The above formula provides 
the contingent derivative of the reachable map : 

When t = 0 and K = {x) is reduced to a point, we obtain the formula for the infinites- 
imal generator of a set-valued semi-group obtained in [16, Frankowska]: 

where an error estimate is also provided. 
By taking for K the hypograph of a function (resp. the graph of a set-valued map), this 
formula allows to derive the formula of the "contingent" infinitesimal generator of the 
semi-group of (nonlinear) operators U@(t) on the space C ( X )  of continuous functions 
defined by: 

(U@(t>w>(x> = SUP W(Y) 
YES-*(~,X) 

(the Koopman operators associated with the Lipschitz map with compact convex val- 
ues). The infinitesimal generator of a semigroup is the "derivative" at t = 0 of the map 
U@(t) in some sense. In order to use the strong derivatives, one is forced to restrict 
the function W to the class of functions such that t H U@(t)W is differentiable, called 
the domain of the infinitesimal generator. For instance, when W is differentiable, we 
obtain: 

D 
AW(x) = sup (%w(X),-V) 

v€@(x) 

By using "contingent hypoderivatives", we do not need anymore to make this restriction, 
and we show that the above formula holds true when W is only continuous (or even, 
upper semicontinuous) and when derivatives are replaced by contingent hypoderivatives. 
For constant set-valued maps Q(x) := B, where B is regarded as a structural element 
as in mathematical morphology, we find an Hamilton-Jacobi equation obtained in this 
way in [26]. 
































